Temple

5/3

3/0

Pyramid

5/3

3/0

Burial Chamber

5/3

3/0

Obelisks

5/3

3/0

Visit Booth #2831 to receive a free gift with purchase: the never-before-seen 6th
Expedition for Lost Cities: The Card Game! (while supplies last)
Show Special: $5 off any purchase $25 or more, $10 off any purchase $50 or more.
PLUS! Like us on Facebook to be entered to win a Grand Prize Bundle of
Kosmos Games.
@thamesandkosmos

Bet on which monument will be the grandest at the end of the game! If you are correct, you’ll be
awarded with precious bonus points.
With the exception of the changes described here, the rules of the base game remain the same.
Place this expansion card next to the site boards during setup.
In a 2- or 3-player game, only the first space below each site shown on the card may be used.
In a 4-player game, both spaces below each site on the card may be used.
During his or her turn, a player may take a stone of his or her color from the quarry (not
from his or her supply sled) and place it on any vacant space on this expansion card. Each
player may do this only once per game. By placing a stone, the player is betting that the
corresponding site will have the most stones on it at the end of the game. This wager is
optional: a player is not required to place a stone on the card during the game.
At the end of the game, the number of stones on each of the 4 sites is determined.
For the site with the most stones, the player occupying the first space below this site on the
card (the space on the left) receives 5 points, and the player on the second space receives 3 points.
For the site with the second most stones, the player occupying the first space below it
receives 3 points, and the player on the second space receives 0 points.
If multiple sites tie for the most stones, all players on the
corresponding first spaces receive 3 points,
and the players on the second
spaces receive 0 points.
If multiple sites tie for the
second most stones, they
receive 0 points.
Imhotep: The legendary architect of the Egyptian monuments. His awe-inspiring structures and brutal
tactics earned him divine status among ancient Egyptians. Can you match his ruthless determination to
build the most revered monuments?
For 2–4 players, ages 10 years and up			
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